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Tilt angle dependent three-dimensional-position detection of a trapped
cylindrical particle in a focused laser beam
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D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany

~Received 30 September 2003; accepted 15 March 2004; published online 7 May 2004!

We investigated theoretically the applicability of an optically trapped cylindrical particle as a local
probe in photonic force microscopy. To do this we calculated the far-field scattering from a
subwavelength-sized dielectric cylinder in a highly focused laser field. From this we obtained
interferometric three-dimensional-position detection signals and compared these to signals
calculated for a spherical particle. We have calculated the accuracy to which the position of an
optically trapped cylinder can be determined, as a function of the cylinder’s orientational
fluctuations. The position accuracy is better than a few nanometers for tilt angle fluctuations up to
several degrees. Our study is relevant for trapping experiments, where the influence of angle
fluctuations needs to be estimated. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1737056#

In a photonic force microscope~PFM!, an optically
trapped particle acts as a probe which, driven by Brownian
motion, scans its local environment.1,2 The interaction be-
tween probe and environment is determined by measuring
the probe’s fluctuations. The principle of the PFM is illus-
trated in Fig. 1: An objective lens~OL! with a high numeri-
cal aperture~NA! focuses a laser beam and thereby creates
an optical trap for a particle in the focal region. If the probe
is spherical~bead!, the particle’s three-dimensional~3D! po-
sition is measured with nanometer precision using a quadrant
photodiode~QPD!, which is placed in the back-focal plane
~BFP! of the detection lens~DL! or at a conjugate plane.3

Linear combinations of the four QPD signals yield the two
lateral position signalsSx andSy and the axial position signal
Sz . These signals are linear functions of the bead’s position
in a restricted region.4 In common optical trapping schemes
with dielectric micrometer- and submicrometer-sized beads,
this linear range coincides with the trapping region in free
solution.5

In this letter, we address the advancing approach to mea-
sure local interactions by using subwavelength-sized~sub-l!
nonspherical particles as local probes~Fig. 1!. It is known
that dielectric elongated~e.g., cylindrical! objects are trapped
with their long axis along the optical axis.6–8 Random ther-
mal forces induce fluctuations not only in the particle’s po-
sition but also in its orientation: A cylindrical particle scans
its local environment with three positional and two orienta-
tional degrees of freedom. We sketch possible applications
utilizing this behavior: First, elongated probes in surface
scanning microscopy~Fig. 1! produce a much sharper tip
compared to spherical probes of the same volume. Second, it
is possible to determine the force exerted by a trapped elon-
gated bacterium just by measuring its axial displacements in
the trap. Third, elongated probes can be applied to study
torsion and torques of single biomolecules like rotary motors
or DNA ~Fig. 1!. In order to use elongated probes, it is cru-

cial to measure both the probe’s position and orientation.
Furthermore, the interaction of optical and random thermal
forces can play a key role for the alignment of sub-l par-
ticles in nanotechnology.

Elongated particles have been used in optical trap based
scanning force microscopy,6 but no discrimination has been
made between positional and orientational contributions to
the detection signal. Furthermore, a thorough theoretical
study has investigated optical trapping forces and torques on
cylindrical particles based on an enhanced ray-optics model7

that does not cover sub-l particles. There has been little
theoretical wave-optical analysis of the position and orienta-
tion detection of sub-l nonspherical particles in highly fo-
cused fields.

The position and orientation of a cylindrical object is
characterized by five parameters. Obviously, if these are
independent they cannot be determined simultaneously by
the four QPD signals. Nevertheless, we will suggest a
method to extract orientational information from the three
position signals.

The scattering of light by small arbitrarily shaped par-
ticles in highly focused fields can be described by the
Rayleigh–Gans~RG! scattering theory in combination with
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FIG. 1. Photonic force microscope setup and two applications for cylindri-
cal probes.
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Fourier-optical methods:9 the focused field is decomposed
into plane waves. The angular spectrum of the field can be
described by a generalized aperture function.9 A single plane
wave~index i ) from the incident spectrum has a propagation
direction described by the wave vectork i and a linear polar-
ization along the unit vectorp̂i . The angular spectrum is
limited by (kix

2 1kiy
2 )1/2,2pNA/l, where NA is the numeri-

cal aperture of the OL. If the phase shift induced by the
particle is less than 2p, RG theory can be used to calculate
the scattering of each plane wave component. In this case,
the scattered fieldẼs,i(k) is determined by the form factor
F(k) of the particle

Ẽs,i~k!52E0,iF~k2k i !@ k̂Ã~ k̂Ãp̂i !#, ~1!

whereE0,i is the amplitude of the electromagnetic field of the
incident plane wave component andk̂ is the unit vector in
the scattering directionk.

The form factor is the Fourier transform of the particle’s
shape function, which is defined to be 1 inside the particle
and 0 outside. In case of a cylindrical particle with heighth
and radiusr , the form factor is10

F~k!5
sin~hki/2!

hki/2

2J1~rk'!

rk'

, ~2!

whereki andk' denote the components of the wave vectork
that are parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the cylin-
der axis.J1 is the Bessel function of the first kind and first
order. The superposition of all the scattered fields delivers
the total scattered field.

All calculations were performed assuming a laser wave-
length of l51.064 mm in air, a NA of 1.2 for the OL and
0.93 for the DL, water as medium with a refractive index of
n51.33, and polystyrene particles with a refractive index of
n51.57. The BFP of the OL was overilluminated two times
with a Gaussian beam. The light was linearly polarized inx,
resulting in a focus that is asymmetric inx and y. The cy-
lindrical particle had a height ofh5500 nm and a radius of
r 5100 nm. Its orientation is described by the polar angleu
and the azimuthal anglef. The scattering was calculated for
various cylinder positions in the focal region and various
orientations. In thex, y, andz direction, the step size was
100 nm and was linearly interpolated with a step size of 10
nm. The range of orientations of the cylinder wasu50°–30°
~steps 0°, 5°, 15°, and 30°! andf50°–360°~steps 0°, 45°,
and 90°!. Calculations for azimuthal anglesf.90° were not
necessary for symmetry reasons.

In Fig. 2 the signalsSx and Sz are plotted for particle
positions in thexz plane. The signals for the cylindrical
~middle and right plots! and spherical~left plot! probe are
compared. In the middle plot the cylindrical particle was
aligned with the optical axis~u50°! and in the right plot it
was tilted byu530°. The radiusr 5155 nm of the spherical
particles was chosen such that both particles’ volumes are the
same. The shaded areas in the three plots indicate the trap-
ping volume of the spherical bead. The center of the trap was
found to be atz5250 nm. Using Boltzmann statistics,
the linear restoring forces9 f j ( j 5x,y,z), which are propor-
tional to the laser power, cause a Gaussian-shaped trap-
ping volume. The probability density for the particle
position is therefore proportional toP j pj ( j ) with pj ( j )

5exp@2j2/(2kT)#, wherek is the Boltzmann constant andT
is the temperature. Using a laser power ofP55 mW in the
focal region, the widthss j5(kT/ f j )

1/2 of the trapping vol-
ume were found to besx545 nm, sy535 nm, andsz

594 nm.5

In the case of the spherical particle, the position signals
are to a fairly good approximation orthogonal and linear in
the trapping region. However, for larger displacements of the
particle, the signals~in particular thez signal! become dis-
torted. The position signals for a cylindrical probe are
weaker~Fig. 3, top!, but have far better orthogonality and
linearity. Note the different scaling for the spherical~top
graph, left axis! and the cylindrical particle~right axis!. The
detector sensitivity in the axial direction (dSz /dz) is de-
creased by a factor of;60 for the cylindrical particle com-
pared to the spherical particle, and in the lateralx direction
the factor is;30 ~no linescan shown!.

If the cylinder is tilted compared to the optical axis
~uÞ0°!, the position signal grid is sheared~Fig. 2, right!. If

FIG. 2. Position signalsSx andSz as a function of the particle position. Left:
Sx(x,0,z) ~solid contour lines! and Sz(x,0,z) ~dashed contour lines! for a
spherical particle. Middle: For a cylindrical particle aligned along the optical
axis. Right: For a tilted cylindrical particle.

FIG. 3. Top: Position signalSz(x0,0,z) as a function of the particle position
along the optical axis for different lateral displacementsx. Bottom: Cou-
pling factorlzx5dSz /dx as a function of the polar angleu of the cylinder
orientation for various azimuthal anglesf.
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the cylinder is tilted in thexz plane~f50°!, the Sx and the
Sz signals are coupled. For a tilting in theyz plane~f590°!,
theSx andSz signals are decoupled and theSy andSz signals
are coupled~not shown!. In the case of a cylinder that is long
compared to the focal spot, the coupling behavior can be
explained by simple geometrical considerations. In common
optical trapping experiments with a QPD particle tracking
system, a linear and orthogonal dependencySj5l j j between
the particle positionj and the corresponding position signal
Sj is assumed. However, as we see in the right-hand part of
Fig. 2 for a cylindrical probe, a more suitable approximation
is Sj5Sk5x,y,zl jkk. The coupling between the lateral dis-
placement in thex direction and theSz signal, i.e., the factor
lzx5dSz /dx, is in the tilting rangeu50°–30° approximately
linear with sin 2u ~Fig. 3, bottom graph!. For a tilt in theyz
plane, i.e., forf590° or 270°, this coupling vanishes. As a
result of geometrical considerations, the coupling betweenSz

and the lateral signals should be minimal foru50° and 90°.
As the coupling between the signalsSx , Sy , andSz depends
on the orientation of the particle, we propose an auto- and
cross-correlation analysis of the signals in order to get orien-
tational information. For example, in surface scanning mi-
croscopy, the average azimuthal anglef of the cylinder tilted
due to surface friction is determined by the scanning direc-
tion. Therefore, if the scanning is performed in thex direc-
tion, the cross correlation of theSx andSz signals is approxi-
mately proportional to sin 2u. However, there is still a need
for a calibration method for the orientation measurement.

Although position signals for a cylinder that is perfectly
aligned along the optical axis show a better linearity and
orthogonality than signals for a comparable sphere, thermal
fluctuations in the cylinder orientation lead to a decrease in
the accuracy of position reconstruction. The restoring torque
is to a good approximation proportional tou in the range
0°–30°. Therefore, the probability of finding the cylinder in a
certain orientation is Gaussian shaped inu with a widthsu .

The calibration for spheres can be facilitated by thermal
noise analysis,11 assuming Si5l i i . Using a cylindrical
probe, one can analyze the particle fluctuations in the same
manner, i.e., ignoring the coupling factorslxy , lxz , etc. Of
course, due to the orientational fluctuations, this method
leads to errorsD j 85 j 2Sj /l j in the determination of the
cylinder position. The standard deviationssD j 8 of these er-
rors increase with increasing orientational fluctuations~Fig.
4!. For a small trapping volume~Fig. 4, left-hand graph!, the
position detection of the cylinder in thez direction is better
than, and in thex direction comparable to, the detection of
the spherical particle if the cylinder’s orientational fluctua-
tions are sufficiently small (su,4°). In this case, the cylin-
der position reconstruction uncertainties aresDx8,2 nm and
sDz8,6 nm. If the trapping volume is increased~Fig. 4,
right-hand graph!, the uncertainties for the cylinder are al-
most unaffected, whereas the uncertainties for the sphere in-
crease. In this case, the cylinder position detection in thez
direction is better than, and in thex direction comparable to,

the detection of the spherical particle ifsu,7°. Here, the
cylinder position reconstruction uncertainties aresDx8,3 nm
andsDz8,17 nm.

The position reconstruction accuracy is also limited by
the signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! of the detection system.5 Ac-
cording to Fig. 2~middle!, the detector sensitivities for the
cylindrical particle are dSx /dx58 ppm/nm and dSz /dz52
ppm/nm. As the intensity noise of a state of the art ultralow-
noise infrared laser is about 300 ppm at 10 Hz–1 MHz, the
position signals have to be corrected for that noise by mea-
suring the laser power with a reference diode. Using ampli-
fication electronics with a SNR of 10 ppm leads to additional
uncertainty in the cylinder’s position of about 1 nm in thex
direction and 5 nm in thez direction.

In summary, we have shown that a cylindrical particle is
a suitable probe for photonic force microscopy. The position
signals of cylindrical particles aligned along the optical axis
show a better linearity and orthogonality than the signals of a
comparable sphere. For small orientational fluctuations, the
position detection of a cylindrical particle is more accurate
than the position detection of a spherical particle. The cou-
pling between the position signals is to a good approximation
proportional to the cylinder orientation sin 2u.
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FIG. 4. Position reconstruction accuracy for a spherical and a cylindrical
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